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Counselor and Student at Talk:

A Case Study

Agnes Weiyun He
Elizabeth Keating

University of California, Los Angeles

This paper explores ways in which expert and novice roles are

constituted and maintained in an academic counseling encounter. By
characterizing the counseling meeting as a socializing, problem-solving event

and using both functional linguistics and discourse analysis as our

methodological tools, we describe how the counselor' and the student mark

stance through linguistic choices such as polarity, modality, superlatives, and

reported speech. We also argue that the practice ofwithholding is an important

means for both participants to create a zone of proximal development for

whoever of them is the less expertized and that such a practice plays an

important role in the power dynamics of the academic counseling encounter.

INTRODUCTION

The notion of asymmetry of power in an expert-novice

relationship is crucial to the understanding of socialization, change,

and development. This paper aims to examine how, in an academic

counseling encounter, both expert and novice gain an important

component of power-access to information and analytical inferential

skills-through interaction. Using data from an academic counselor-

student encounter recorded at a major American university, we
examine linguistic constructions such as polarity, modality, and

superlatives as well as strategies such as topic control, repair,

reported speech, and the practice of withholding personal opinions

and personal information, all of which serve to constitute varying

degrees of expertise. We also look closely at how the counselor,

trained by the university to withhold personal opinions and

judgments, attempts to expertize the student in decision making, yet

at the same time continually reifies his/her expert status through

particular linguistic choices. Our discussion of expert-novice roles
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184 He & Keating

and their constitution and relationship within the counseling

encounter is informed by theoretical frameworks of cognitive

development introduced by Vygotsky (1978) and developed by
Leont'ev (1981), Ochs (1988), Ochs & Scheffielin (1984), Rogoff

et al. (1989), and Lave & Wenger (1989). We shall demonstrate the

role of language in producing, reproducing, and transforming

notions of reality (Vygotsky, 1978, Giddens, 1984) and in

constructing the sociocultural practices of a community (Bourdieu,

1977, 1990) by referring to transcribed excerpts from one
conversation between a counselor and a student.

The Soviet sociohistorical school founded by Vygotsky and

subsequently expanded by Leont'ev has argued persuasively for a

situated conception of the learning process, one that integrates

individual development within a social and cultural context. This

model takes exception to the emphasis in Western learning theory on

isolated individual development and instead privileges the role that

society has in providing activities and skills which children

eventually internalize or "appropriate" (Lave & Wenger, 1989) by
participating in joint problem-solving with more skilled partners. It

is these partners who bring the intellectual tools of society within the

reach of children in a "zone of proximal development," the distance

between a learner's actual developmental level and the level of

potential development needed for independent problem-solving, by
creating opportunities for problem-solving under adult guidance or

in collaboration with more capable peers (Vygotsky, 1978, p. 86).

Research in language acquisition and socialization (Ochs &
Schieffelin, 1984; Ochs, 1988; Schieffelin, 1990) has demonstrated

the importance of social and cultural contexts for cognitive

development as individuals are socialized to use language and are

socialized through language. This conception of language
socialization is compatible with Vygotsky's view that specific tasks

are organized in socially structured ways, that mental and physical

tools are provided to master the tasks, and that linguistic systems

function as the most important tools for influencing the organization

and development of thinking.

Both Rogoff et al. (1989) and Lave & Wenger (1989) have

offered modifications to the Soviet theories, addressing cross-

cultural issues and inherent conflicts in expert-novice relations.

Rogoff et al.'s concept of guided participation extends the notion of

the zone of proximal development to include the developmental

goals and communication styles of cultures other than the Soviet

model, which stressed literacy and academic forms of discourse

(Rogoff et al., 1989, p. 212). Their comparative study of children
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in a Mayan village and in Salt Lake City reveals that the mutual roles

played by children and their caregivers rely not only on caregivers'

interest in fostering mature roles and skills but also on children's

own eagerness to participate in adult activities and to push forward

their own development. This dynamic is similar to the counseling

session in which the counselor purposefully fosters the mature role

of decision-maker in the student. However our study differs from

previous socialization studies in that the counseling encounter is not

an apprenticeship situation. The counselor does not enable the

student to become a competent counselor; instead, the counselor

facihtates the process whereby the student becomes an informed and

skilled decision maker/problem solver. Thus, when we speak of the

expert-novice relationship in the academic counseling encounter,

"expert" does not necessarily equate with the counselor, nor

"novice" with the student. Both the counselor and the student can

be experts, depending on the phase of the interaction and the topic at

hand.

This complex distribution of expert-novice roles among the

participants in the academic counseling encounter includes

interaction dynamics of power and conflict. Lave & Wenger (1989)

discuss possible conflicts between expert and novice or "newcomer"

and "oldtimer." When participation spaces for experts are limited,

for instance, novices' appropriation of expert skills can undermine

the experts' security. As Lave & Wenger observe, the classical

concept of a zone of proximal development neglects the potentially

conflicting goals of the expert and the novice, for experts and

novices have different motivations and interests, a situation which

creates an asymmetrical power relationship. Such asymmetry of

power and status is particularly salient in institutional contexts such

as a university academic counseling setting. The structure of any

institution is organized so as to allow those in authority the power to

pursue defined goals. The university educational system gives

academic counselors, for example, the power to interpret the

university's rules and requirements and to influence a student's

choice of courses and major. However, it is not the case that

counselors have complete control over students or that they always

act out institutionally predefined roles; nor is it the case that students

are totally powerless. In this paper we will highlight the negotiated

nature of counselor-student interaction and we will also display it as

a sociopolitical, or, as Henley (1977) suggests, a "micropolitical"

activity, in the sense that the counseling activity reflects, reproduces

and thereby helps sustain power and status relationships.
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THE COUNSELING ENCOUNTERS

The academic counseling encounter that we are examining in

this paper represents part of a range of academic advising services

provided to undergraduate students at the university where the

interaction took place. The largest proportion of academic
counselors at this university are graduate students from various

academic disciplines hired half-time (20 hours per week) who are

trained by full-time academic counseling personnel to provide
counseling primarily in the areas of "General Education"
requirements, choice of major, and graduate and professional

schools. Training focuses on university rules and regulations and
the tenets of good counseling. Counselors attend training sessions

of two to three hours, once per week for ten weeks, and continue to

receive more specific training in special sessions held periodically

throughout the summer and the academic year. Academic
counseling encounters are one-to-one interactions between a

counselor and a student. These meetings between counselor and
student are held in the university academic counseling center, which
is a large office divided by small cubicles. Although it is usually the

student who takes the initiative in contacting the counselor by
making an appointment, in cases of serious academic difficulty

(such as a grade point average falling below 2.0 on a scale of 4.0),

the university will notify the student that he or she is required to

meet with an academic counselor. Counselors schedule their

appointments at half-hour intervals.

Erickson & Shultz (1982) characterize the school counselor
as an "institutional gatekeeper," for the counselor has the authority

to make decisions and open or close the gates and channels of
mobility not only within the school but within the larger society as

well. In the university context which we studied, however, the

counselor is not empowered to make decisions concerning an
individual student's progress within the university. Instead, the

counselors are instructed to listen carefully, to resist offering

interpretations, attitudes, or personal feelings, to respond in ways
which encourage the student to voice his/her difficulties, and then to

focus on options and consequences. The counselors are also

expected to elicit student goals, to ensure that information is correct,

and to refer the student to other campus services when appropriate.

Since the counselor is not supposed to make decisions for the

student, the encounter must be conducted in such a way that all

decisions are turned over to the student. "Telling the student what to
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do" is thus explicitly excluded from the characteristic tenets of good
counseling. The counselor's practice of withholding the expression

of personal opinions and attitudes will be addressed later in this

paper.

The typical counseling encounter exhibits the following
overall structure: opening, establishing the agenda, clarifiying the

student's record and problem, supplying "official" information,

offering advice, showing compliance or rejection, closure. During
each of these phases, both parties display varying expertise on
particular relevant issues and on the procedures for conducting the

counseling encounter. By having come for academic counseling,

the student initially takes on the role of the novice. However,
students display expertise in matters concerning their problems. The
counselor, on the other hand, initially assumes the role of the expert

in addressing academic problems. Nevertheless, as we will show,
expertise is constantly negotiated and reconstituted through the

participants' talk as the counseling encounter proceeds.

With regard to the counseling encounter as a socializing,

problem-solving event, it is observable that the counselor and the

student are simultaneously engaged in the following activities: 1)

socialization of knowledge regarding the rules and requirements of

the university and strategies for maximizing both academic success

and social mobility as a result of particular choices of major and
future job opportunities; and 2) socialization of knowledge regarding

the activity of academic counseling meeting: the counselor is

accustomed to a set of conversational routines for characterizing the

student in terms of progress and goals and consequently for

determining appropriate information to give the student; the student,

on the other hand, may or may not be familiar with these patterns of

interaction.

DATA AND TRANSCRIPTION

The segments of transcript discussed in this paper are taken

from an audiorecording made by the first author of a counseling

session held in October 1990. The academic counselor is a male
doctoral candidate in mathematics, in his third year of working as a

counselor. The student is a female undergraduate transfer student of
junior standing, trying to decide on her major. The reason for the

student's coming to talk to the counselor is her desire to know
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which particular major will give her the best chance for acceptance to

medical school. The entire meeting lasted 22 minutes.

The interaction was transcribed according to conventions

developed by Gail Jefferson (Sacks et al., 1974, pp. 731-733).

Important transcription symbols used in this study are:

WHA capital letters indicate emphasis, signalled by pitch or

volume
falUng intonation

,
falling-rising intonation

[ ] overlapping talk

cut-off

= latching of talk

: prolonged sound
° °

superscript degree signs indicate low volume, quiet

speech

> rapid speech

< slow speech« very rapid speech

(3.0) numbers in parentheses indicate silences in tenths of

seconds

(.) micropause less than 0.2 of a second

( ) empty parentheses indicate uncertain or

unidentifiable talk

—

>

turn of analytical focus

(( )) comments in double parentheses indicate analysts'

comments
S: capital and colon at the beginning of a stretch of talk

identifies the speaker; in the following data S is for

student, C for counselor

COUNSELOR AND STUDENT AT TALK

In the analysis, we will show how expert and novice roles

are constituted through particular linguistic devices, specifically the

use of polarity, modality, superlatives, adverbials of
certainty/uncertainty, and discoursal devices such as control of

topic, repair, and reported speech. These grammatical and
discoursal structures contribute to the constitution of expert "stance"

and novice "stance," which we define as a posture or attitude and
which is closely tied to role. Both epistemic (pertaining to relative
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knowledge) stance and affective (relating to emotions) stance are

important in the constitution of asymmetrical power relationships,

but, as was mentioned above, the counselor is under some
constraint not to reveal affective stance. Polarity is the choice
between positive and negative poles, as in "is'V'isn't" or

"do'V'don't." Various kinds of indeterminacy falling in between
these positive and negative poles are referred to as modality.

Uncertainty can also be expressed through the use of adverbials, and
instances of this device will be noted in the analysis. Use of

superlative degree will also be examined, as will the use of reported

speech, which we define as attribution, by direct quote or

paraphrase, of third party speech.

Constituting Roles/Stance

Although the student constitutes herself^ as a novice by the

very act of scheduling a counseling interview, the following

segment shows how the counselor and student negotiate their

respective roles linguistically in the first few minutes of their

meeting. While the counselor controls the initial topic and then

classifies the student within the institutional framework, the student

does not accept the counselor's initial classification, though she

marks her stance as novice by expressing uncertainty and by
accepting the counselor's revised version of her identity:

Extract
|
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"latching" of his utterance onto the end of the student's) and begins

the topic of the student's academic identity (lines 2-3). Though the

student corrects the counselor's categorization of her as a math
major, the counselor corrects the student (line 8) and assigns her an

identity which conforms to an official university category ("PRE-

math"), an identity which the student accepts. The counselor's

institutional identity is not discussed, however, by the participants.

Thus the counselor is directing the topic and defining roles.

The student, on her part, constitutes herself as a novice by
indexing uncertainty in her own talk. Producing her initial

correction of the counselor as a self-repair of her own utterance ("I

AM a math I mean I TRANSferred as a math major."), the student

appears to be correcting herself rather than the counselor (line 4), a

strategy which helps to collaborate in the constitution of the

counselor's role. Though the counselor mitigates his subsequent

correction by using an adverb of uncertainty ("Probably") in

"Probably PRE-math," this choice of modifier enhances his

expertness by invoking a large body of experience from which he

can generalize about a student's official academic identity. The
counselor thus demonstrates his ability to make judgments as to the

probability of facts which are not explicit, and the student

acknowledges that his "educated guess" is correct (line 9). Before

the first seven utterances of this encounter are completed, an

asymmetrical relationship has already been constituted by the

participants.

Polarity

In extract [2], the counselor uses linguistic polarity to

establish the wide range of his expertise:

Extract [2]

((The student has raised the issue of whether math is a good major
for going to medical school in the future.))

029 (.3)

030 ->C: Uh b't I would say that certainly (.)

031 medical school doesn't CAre
032 whatjur major IS.

033 (.8)

034 C: Y-=
035 S: =Yeah that's what I heard.

036 ->C: What they do care is (.2) er did you
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037
038



192



Extract
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sense, however, the anecdote which begins with "I cannot tell you"

is an answer to the student's problem: there is no hard and fast

conclusion to be drawn from a course description in the catalogue,

but students who have done well in lower division math typically do
well in upper division courses.

Reported Speech

In this counseling encounter, the student uses reported

speech, whereas the counselor speaks for the institution without

attribution to specific persons. For example, in the following

segment (line 20), the student tells the counselor that Linda, another

counselor, has told her that medical schools accept a higher

percentage of math majors:

018 S: Ok, (.8) anda when I (.2) when I

019 was in the orientation, (.)

020 --> Linda told me that (.2) it's a

02

1

LOT bener if I am a MAth major,

022 (.) cu:s er medical schools they

023 prefer math major people.

Later in the encounter, in line 206, the student again voices what
"Linda said" regarding a petition to have a transfer class accepted for

credit:

206 —>S: That Linda said we can jus=

207 C: =should should should accept that.

208 S: =Right.

In contrast, at line 233, the counselor challenges information

provided by the student that is unattributed ("Who told you this?").

Such questions are never asked by the student:

230
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Unlike the student's use of reported speech, the counselor freely

assumes the voice of the institution, whether of the university:

495
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TABLE 1

Temporal and Mcxial Operators

Temporal Operators

past present future

did, was does, is will, shall

had, used to has would, should
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337
338

what.

Ummmm.

Table 2 displays the temporal and modal elements used by
the participants in extract [6]. Also indicated are the line numbers,

speaker, and grammatical subjects of the clauses in which these

elements are located:

TABLE 2

Temporal and Modal Usage

Ln
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completed (lines 312, 322) and to clarify the facts concerning the

major or the requirement (lines 296, 298, 318-19, 322). (Left

unanalyzed are lines 308 and 324-5: "that's it" and "it doesn't

matter" are set phrases that carry low semantic values.) Modality is

used to both explain requirements that need to be fulfilled (lines 289,

292, 304, 310, 315, and 325) and to explain application of course

work toward the requirements (line 301).

On the other hand, the student takes on the role of the listener

in this segment. In the few instances when she does provide
comments or questions, she uses primary tense in three instances

(lines 313, 317, 321) and modality in one instance (line 333).

Similar to the counselor's usage, the student uses primary tense to

clarify facts concerning the requirements (what she has completed,

in lines 313 and 321, and the fact that nolx)dy has reminded her of
her deficiency, if any, in line 317) as well as modality to indicate

requirements that need to be fulfilled ("I HAve to take 18 upper
division"). What differs between the student's and counselor's

usage, however, is that when the student uses modality, the

grammatical subject is "I" (line 333); the stance implicated by the

modal element is oriented toward the speaker herself, whereas when
the counselor uses modals, he is orienting toward the student (lines

289, 304, 310, 315, 325), toward students (line 292), or toward
requirements (line 301) in general.

Extract [7] provides more examples of modality employed
for other purposes:

Extract
|
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255 ->C: Ok. [you can swi- you can switch.

256 S: [and I figured it's a lot

257 harder.

258 -->S: Ican?=
259 -->C: =Y'know you can take 8A 6B 6C
260 if you want. That's fine.

261 [No problem.

262 S: [Ok. Yeah.

263 (.)

264 -->S: I'll probably do that.

265 C: Though for the math major, (.2)

266 [talk to Lin-

267 S: [it's better to ( )

268 —>C: Becus for many math majors you
269 need 8A (.) and 8C.

270 (.5)

In addition to using the modal operator "need" (line 242 and line

268) to explain requirements to be fulfilled, a practice we noted in

extract [6], in lines 247, 255, and 259, the counselor provides

suggestions/options for the student as to how to satisfy the physics

requirement (either by taking Physics 8ABC or 3ABC or 6ABC or

by switching between these series). In these three instances, the

modal operator "can/could" is employed. Similarly, in lines 258 and

264, the student uses modals ("can" and '"11") to verify with the

counselor what she herself can do to satisfy the requirement and to

indicate what she herself will do to satisfy the requirement.

We observe, then, the following general trends in the

distribution of temporal versus modal operators in the extracts we
have presented:

Primary tense is used by the counselor

(a) to discuss what course requirements the student has already

fulfilled; and

(b) to present to the student facts regarding the courses.

Modality, on the other hand, is used by the counselor

(a) to explain applications of already completed courses toward

the requirements;

(b) to tell the student what requirements remain to be completed;

and
(c) to make suggestions on how to satisfy the remaining

requirements.
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Through the use of primary tense, the counselor presents himself as

being neutral and objective when discussing general issues of

majors, requirements, and courses the student has already

completed. His stance becomes more marked (through the use of

modality), however, when he explains to the student what
requirements remain to be completed, how the courses apply

towards the requirements, and when he makes suggestions as to

how the student can satisfy these requirements.

The counselor employs different types of modality to

perform different institutional tasks. Modal operators of high value

("need / need to" and one instance of "must") are used to explain

what requirements the student has yet to complete. Modals of

median value ("will") are used to clarify for the student how her

course work applies towards the university requirements. And
finally, modals of low value ("can" / "could" and one instance of
"might") are used to provide suggestions and options as how to

satisfy the requirements. In other words, the counselor marks his

stance by alternately ranging from what is certain to what is possible

to indicate to the student what is required, what is supposed, and
what is allowed in her academic career at the university.

The Practice of Withholding

We have discussed how counselor and novice roles are

constituted through specific grammatical choices, as evidenced in the

language of the counseling session. But another practice is also at

work here. In order to foster the development of the novice's skills

in navigating through the university and making decisions about
which majors and courses to choose, the counselor has been trained

to withhold certain information the student is looking for—personal

opinions or expert judgments which the student might appropriate as

her decision. This policy of withholding exists because the

university has determined that what the novice should appropriate

from the counseling encounter is tools for decision making.
In extract [8], the student wants to know what job prospects

she has with a math degree:

Extract [8]

519 (.2)

520 S: .hhh There's another thing

521 I want to know. What can I

522 DO (.) with a math (.) degree.
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523 (.)

524 C: You go to medical school,

525 ((smiling voice))

526 S: ((laughter)) I know, (.2)

527 well (.) suppoise

528 [we decide not ( )

529 C: [suppo:se you decide you're

530 not going to medical school.

531 (.2)

532 C: Uh (.2) >(when students) ask

533 me the question (.) I usually

534 give the MOre or less the

535 same answerx Eh: (.) what
536 can you do with ANYthing
537 (°is my first answer°).

538 hhha En the second answer
539 is (.2) y you can sell

540 yourself y- if y' if if no
541 graduate school is what
542 you're interested in, (.)

543 if you're mainly interested

544 in say I'm going to TAKE my
545 math degree and going to

546 run and LOOK for job.

547 (.3)

((The counselor then explains that there is no one-to-one
correspondence between a major and a career option.))

In extract [8], the counselor first delays his response with a

joke (line 524) by repeating what the student stated earlier in the

interaction (see extract [7]) and then reframes the question to address

it on a less personal level (lines 532-535). By designing his

response for a set of students (through the use of "usually" in line

533 and of "more or less the same answer" in lines 534-35) rather

than for the specific individual student, the counselor withholds a

direct and personal reply to the question and thus socializes the

student into the knowledge that majors are not job training and that a

career path is larger than an undergraduate degree. By withholding

an answer specifically tailored to the student's question about what
she can do with a math degree, the counselor avoids addressing the

contradiction between institutional goals and individual aspirations.

The university, as a social institution, aims to provide a liberal arts
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education and, the counselor implies, leaves the students solely

responsible for fitting their undergraduate degrees to the demands of

the job market (lines 539-40). We see in this interaction, perhaps, a

clash between the liberal arts philosophy of the university and the

prevalent view in American society that higher education is matched
clearly with particular job opportunities.

Sometimes the counselor withholds his personal judgment to

reject the whole basis for the student's question. In extract [9], the

student is debating the merits of majoring in math as opposed to

majoring in microbiology. One of the factors she considers is how
difficult upper division math classes are:

Extract
|
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102 -->



206 .
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definite answers to questions and solutions to problems. Hence,
there is an inherent clash of expectations from the very beginning in

any encounter. By withholding personal opinions and judgments
(as in extracts [8] and [9]), the counselor, in addition to minimizing
personal liabihty for what he says, is also socializing a different way
of thinking. In other words, by not telling the student exactly what
she wants to hear, the counselor is providing a zone of proximal
development for the student to make decisions and judgments on her

own, to be "expertized" and therefore empowered. Reciprocally, by
empowering the student, the counselor re-enacts his own position of
power and expertise.

CONCLUSION

We have described the negotiated nature of expert and novice

roles in the academic counseling encounter and illustrated how these

are continually reproduced in Hnguistic terms. We have also shown
the asymmetry of power inherent in such roles, since the very
linguistic means used to index expertise can also index power. The
Hnguistic devices of polarity, modality, and reported speech all serve

to constitute an expertise or lack of expertise that reaches beyond the

level of the sentence to control the shape of an interaction. The
counseling encounter thus reflects, reproduces, and thereby helps

sustain power and status relationships. We have also noted the

institution's role in constituting the asymmetry of power in the

expert-novice relations of the counseling encounter. The university

instructs the counselor to withhold from the arena certain elements
of his own expertise so that the student can gain expertise in

decision-making skills. The flow of information from expert to

novice in the academic counseling encounter is thus institutionally

constrained, though not in the competitive way described by Lave &
Wenger (1989). In this discussion we have focused more on the

role of the counselor than on that of the student. As the roles of the

counselor and the student are mutually constitutive, it remains to be
investigated how the student's role is defined through the reciprocity

of linguistic choices.
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NOTES

^ The academic counselors, themselves graduate students, whom we discuss

in this study are called "counseling assistants" in the university where they work, and

they are differentiated from full-time counselors whose duties include implementing

university rules such as acting upon students' petitions and dismissing students. For

the sake of convenience, we have used the title "counselor" to refer to counseling

assistants.

^ The ethnographic descriptions of the counseling setting and counselor

training are drawn from the first author's two-year experience as an academic

counseling assistant.

•^ In this paper, we use "he/she" in discussions pertaining to counseling

encounters in general. We use "he" to refer to the counselor and "she" to refer to the

student in the particular counseling session under scrutiny because the actual data are

an encounter between a male counselor and a female student.
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